**DESCRIPTION**

*Accounting Principles* provides students with a clear introduction to fundamental accounting concepts with an emphasis on learning the accounting cycle from a sole proprietor perspective. This product helps students get the most out of their accounting course by making practice simple. Streamlined learning objectives help students use their study time efficiently by creating clear connections between the reading and the homework.
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NEW TO EDITION

• Expanded Review and Practice Section: Updated with new brief exercises, including solutions, to provide students with additional practice opportunities within the text.

• Modular Presentation of Managerial Topics: This feature enables instructors to customize the course more easily. For example, there is an expanded discussion of incremental analysis and regression analysis, and a new section on ABC.

• Additional content now available in WileyPLUS and via Wiley Custom: Includes alternate course section options which allow instructors to customize their approach to inventory to either the periodic or perpetual approach, or to offers coverage of costing without the use of debits and credits.

• Accounting Cycle Connections: Added to the accounting cycle sections and topics, this feature helps students make connections between the different steps of the accounting cycle and adds emphasis with explanations, illustrations, and homework problems on the accounting cycle.

• New! Narrated Interactive Tutorials: This feature provides students with an enhanced, mobile-friendly experience that allows students to navigate by subtopic to review the content they find most challenging.

• New! Video Library: The course includes solution walkthrough videos which illustrate the types of problems and exercises most frequently assigned. The Video Library also includes Course Section Opener Videos, Applied Skills Videos, Excel Tutorials, and a “Real World” Video Series.

• New! Blank Sheet of Paper 2.0: This is an update to the student interface for completing worksheet style questions and helps students develop better problem-solving skills.

FEATURES

• New! Modular Managerial Topics Presentation: Coverage of managerial topics in a modular presentation makes the course more easily customizable by the instructor. For example, there are expanded discussions of incremental analysis, regression analysis, and an appendix on ABC.
• **New! Customizable Online Content:** Additional content available in WileyPLUS and via Wiley Custom includes alternate Sections which allows instructors to customize their approach to inventory to either the periodic or perpetual approach or cover of costing without the use of debits and credits.

• **New! Accounting Cycle Connections:** This feature which is included in the accounting cycle sections helps students make connections between the different steps of the accounting cycle and add emphasis with explanations, illustrations, and homework problems on the accounting cycle.

• **Practice Made Simple:** This review and practice section includes brief exercises, including solutions, to provide students with additional practice opportunities.

To purchase this product, please visit [https://www.wiley.com/en-us/9781119411017](https://www.wiley.com/en-us/9781119411017)